
Films for Saturday, February 22nd 
 

 

SLOMO          17 min 

How has John Kitchin found a way to connect physically to the center of the world and spiritually to the 

divine? By rollerblading. Sounds crazy, but before you write Kitchin off as certifiable, you should 

consider that his actual certifications are in neurology and psychiatry. If you’re someone who questions 

the sanity of daily life on the success treadmill, this film may push you to do what you want — and reap 

the rich psychic rewards that come with rolling through life. 

 

Cascada          8 min. 

When a crew of filmmakers and kayakers head to the Mexican jungle to hunt big waterfalls, they find a 

place of unrelenting rain, heinous insects, thick mud, scary viruses and utter perfection. Follow the crew 

as they explore a world beyond expectations, where biting flies, tangled vines and shoddy hotel rooms 

can’t detract from the unrivaled waterfalls and powerful rapids they discover. 

 

Wolf Mountain         7 min. 

The wolves featured in this short live in a shelter and have never known life in the wild. But you would 

never know that by looking into their eyes or listening to their howls, which express a connection to a 

deep, abiding and mysterious place that has no link with captivity. 

 

Je Veux          13 min. 

Filmmaker and mountaineer Joachim Hellinger is a bit of a Francophile. He fell in love with the music of 

French singer Zaz (one of the most popular and identifiable musicians in France today) and was in the 

unique position to help her carry out her dream: performing on the top of the tallest mountain in 

Europe. 

 

Django Django – “Wor”        5 min. 

Indie band Django Django became obsessed by the infamous Indian “Well of Death” riders in Allahabad. 

This music video for their song “Wor” features a bunch of guys with the most rock-solid testicles in 

India as they outpace gravity to the delight of spectators. 

 

Killian Martin          3 min. 

Killian Martin has brought his own unique style of skateboarding to the masses through the thoughtful 

eye of Brett Novak. If you remember the days of Powell Peralta and Rodney Mullen, you’ll appreciate 

Martin keeping that innovative style of skateboarding alive. 

 

Nord for Sola (North of the Sun)       46 min. 

Last winter, if you had happened upon a particular isolated and frigid beach north of the Arctic Circle in 

Norway, you might have been surprised to find two young men, two surfboards and a pile of 

garbage. Inge Wegge (age 25) and Jørn Ranum (age 22) spent nine months of the year — of which all 

could arguably be considered winter in the frozen north — testing a hypothesis that they could live 

happily, and even comfortably, off the waste of others. 

 

Paper Shredder         3 min. 

A snowboarder shreds a sick line in this sweet stop-motion animation film.  

 

 

*Films and screening order are subject to change without notice.  

http://www.mountainfilm.org/personality/joachim-hellinger
http://www.mountainfilm.org/personality/inge-wegge
http://www.mountainfilm.org/personality/jorn-ranum

